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Table 3. Estimated Results of the Participation Equation

 

Variables Participation  

Equation 

Marginal Effects 

 Estimated 

Coefficients 

t-values Estimated 

Coefficients 

Intercept -6.038 -8.953*** -2.322*** 

NKIDL13 -.086 -1.807* -.033* 

PROPERTY -.265 -3.292*** -.102*** 

CAPITAL .047 1.687* .018* 

EDUC .139 14.458*** .053*** 

AGE .234 6.900*** .090*** 

AGE squared -.002 -7.002*** -.001*** 

HUSLAB -.041 -3.021*** -.016*** 

ATTIKI .150 2.037** .057** 

Observations 

Log-Likelihood  

Mc Fadden  

Chi – squared (8d.f.) 

1460 

-811.55 

.181 

358.55 

 
Source: National Household Budget Survey-Greece, 1998-1999

 Asterisks indicate statistical significance, *** at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.
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Turning now to the estimated results of the wage –selection equation, Table 4, we
observe that both education and age play a statistically important role in wage forma-
tion. The estimated coefficients have the expected signs and indicate that years of
education and age exert a strong positive effect on wage rates. Lastly, it should be
noted that our test for the presence of selectivity bias could not be rejected by the
data indicating that such a bias does really exist. The high and positive value of the
selection term indicates that the unobserved variables that raise the probability of
participation also increase the market wage (Heckman, 1980, p.230).

Table 4. Estimated Results of the Wage amd Labor Supply Functions

Variables Hourly Wage  Hours Worked Marginal 

Effects 

 Estimated 

Coefficients 

t-values Estimated 

Coefficients 

t-values Estimated 

Coefficients 

Intercept 2.6652 2.484*** -175.43 -8.442*** -77.596*** 

NKIDL13 - - -3.220 -2.279** -1.424** 

PROPERTY - - -7.674 -3.170*** -3.394*** 

CAPITAL - - .5845 2.001** .2585** 

EDUC .1214 6.847*** 3.698 13.166**

* 

1.635*** 

AGE .1189 2.959*** 7.309 7.014*** 3.232*** 

AGE squared -.0012 -2.452*** -.0936 -7.263*** -.041*** 

HUSLAB - - -1.115 -2.717*** -.493*** 

ATTIKI - - 6.270 2.834*** 2.773*** 

Lamda .5391 2.556***    

R-squared .268     

Log likelihood   -3484.522   

 Source: National Household Budget Survey-Greece, 1998-1999
 Asterisks indicate statistical significance, *** at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.
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The Tobit estimates of the labor supply equation are also reported in Table 4. The
estimated coefficients have the expected signs and they are statistically significant.
They show that the extent of labor supply is positively affected by age, education
and region of residence and negatively affected by non-work income, husband’s
earnings and the number of children of less than 13 years old. The two age variables
have the expected signs indicating that the lifetime labor supply profile is non-linear.
Furthermore, husband’s earnings exert a negative impact on the wife’s labor supply
schedule, indicating that significant substitutabilities do exist within the Greek house-
holds.

From the obtained results we were able to calculate a measure of the implied
labor supply elasticity with respect to hourly wage rates. The elasticity is evaluated
at sample means and is found to be 0.83.12 This value does not differ considerably
from those elasticities reported in the review article by Killingsworth and Heckman
(1986) and it provides evidence for the rather inelastic character of the labor supply
function of married women in the Greek labor market.

Finally, column 3 of Table 4 presents the marginal effects of the labor supply
function at sample means. The marginal effects are obtained by multiplying the la-
bour supply estimates of Table 4 (column 2) by an adjustment factor. This adjust-
ment factor is estimated at the mean values of all the explanatory variables and
shows the estimated probability of observing a positive response, (h>0). In our
case, the adjustment factor is equal to 0.44, which means that the estimated proba-
bility of a woman being in the labor force is about 0.44, (Wooldridge, 2002).13 Thus,
the effect of one more year of schooling on hours supplied is about 1.6 additional
hours per week. Similarly, a 10 per cent increase in property income reduces the
wife’s expected supplied hours by 3.3 hours per week.

5. Conclusions

The main purpose of this paper was to apply the well established theoretical and
empirical methodology of labor supply analysis, developed over the last 30 years, in
order to estimate the labor supply schedule of married women in Greece. The major

12. The elasticity estimate is calculated according to the instructions of J. Heckman (1980, p. 228,
Table 5.3), i.e., by dividing the EDUC coefficient in the wage function into the EDUC coefficient
in the labor supply function, and dividing by average weekly hours supplied by working women
(36.61 hours). See also Killingsworth and Heckman, 1986; Franz, 1985.
13. From equation 6, the partial effects at sample means are given by:
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motive for this project, apart from the extremely limited amount of related research
in Greece, is that the required micro data have only recently started to be collected in
household budget surveys, which are carried out in a systematic way by the Nation-
al Statistical Service of Greece. Using data from the 1998/99 NHBS and modern
econometric tools we were able to identify the major factors that influence female
labor market participation, the offered market wages as well as the sensitivity of the
labor supply to market wage rate changes, in Greece. Our findings are theoretically
plausible and, in general, consistent with earlier labor supply studies for married
women worldwide.

Our results indicate that the labor force participation decision of Greek married
women is shaped by human capital variables, i.e., education and age, by the compo-
sition of the household and, in particular, the presence of children of primary school
age, the existence of property income, the size of husband’s labor income and by
geographical factors. With respect to the market wage, our findings indicate that
they are influenced by the same human capital variables and by unobserved factors,
i.e., the presence of selectivity could not be rejected by the data. Finally, the estima-
tion of a standard labor supply equation revealed that hours of work in full time paid
employment by married women are determined by the same factors that shape the
participation decision.

To the extent that an increase in female labor force participation is a target of
employment policy, our results warrant further investigation of measures that re-
duce the time requirements of child care in the household. Public and private day-
care centers and the “all day” primary school, recently introduced by the Ministry of
Education in the Greek public school system are cases that deserve further investi-
gation. The same holds for the extent of labor supply in full time paid employment.
Finally, the estimated labor supply elasticity indicates that an increase in the market
wage will cause an increase in hours supplied, albeit less than analogous, i.e., labor
supply is wage inelastic.

Undoubtedly, more complete and informative labor and employment data sets are
needed in the case of Greece. In addition, since the decisions concerning various labor
supply aspects are not of a static character, emphasis should be placed on the more
dynamic panel data bases, currently created in Greece and the EU. The use of panel
data is expected to shed more light on the interdependencies of labor supply and time
allocation, with issues concerning marriage, fertility, education, retirement, etc.
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